Make your own schedule and help shape the future as the State Director for a creative
problem-solving nonprofit!

The Basics
Washington Destination Imagination is seeking a visionary leader who has creative oversight,
forward-thinking initiatives, and a passion for empowering students.
The ideal candidate will be motivated and organized, with strong verbal and written communication
skills and experience in staff/volunteer management, event planning, and task prioritization.

The Organization
Destination Imagination (DI) is a global educational nonprofit dedicated to inspiring the next generation
of innovators, leaders and creative problem solvers. The Washington State Affiliate supports teams and
hosts local competitive showcases, fueling curiosity and giving students the opportunity to acquire
STEAM and soft skills through hands-on, project-based learning.
Learn more about DI here: https://www.destinationimagination.org/

Key Responsibilities
-

-

Communication: whether through emails, newsletters, or web postings, you’ll be the conduit of
information between the global Headquarters, WA leadership, and statewide volunteers and
participants
Support and delegation: coordinate with local regional and tournament directors who manage
operations in various geographic areas of Washington
Vision and strategic development: collaborate with the Board of Directors and other volunteers
in the visionary and planning process

Benefits & Perks
-

-

Modern workplace: primarily virtual work that allows you to determine your own workspace
and schedule
Live anywhere in the ruggedly beautiful Pacific Northwest state of Washington
Opportunity to make a difference in a community that will give you room to be humorous and
pursue your ideas
Immense flexibility: in addition to determining your own schedule, you’ll have the opportunity
to define your position and advocate for salary change and other alterations moving forwards.
Be creative! Make this position your own!
You’ll get to be very hopeful about the future after you see the wondrous, hilarious, clever, and
unexpected creations that these young students envision and construct

Pay and Hours
This is currently a part-time consultant position paying $25,000 per year. The DI season is a bit busier
from September through May, with local tournaments occurring in late February and March. After one
year, you are encouraged to advocate for any beneficial positional changes; for instance, you may
advocate for a full-time role and discuss commensurate salary changes with the Board of Directors.

How to Apply
Send a resume and single page Cover Letter to board@wa-di.org by December 30th. There will be a
single interview process, and candidates will be notified if they are to receive an interview.

